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Artist and Art Curator

Bruna Biavati

Creative Artist

Felipe Krause

Photographer

Henrique Resende

Artist and Art Educator
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Watercolour Artist
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Malta

Name: Hannah Cha

Country/City: United States of America, Granada Hills

Title: Gratitude

Category: Painting

Description: In taking walks while the world is on pause due to 
COVID-19, I would always be greeted by our 
mailman, who diligently delivers mail day by day with 
a smile and a wave. This piece was constructed out of 
appreciation for our silent heroes, who allows our 
society to function despite major and dangerous 
setbacks.
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Country/City: Germany

Title: Pieta

Category: Paint

Description: The source of my inspiration is Pieta 
Michelangelo. I wanted to convey 
sadness and express support to the 
doctors.
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Name: Sanjay Prajapati

Country/City: India, Ahmedabad

Title: Dark time of the world

Category: Painting

Description: Thank you
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Malta

Name: Gerardo La Porta

Country/City: Italy

Title: Looking Forward - Protect yourself

Category: Painting

Description: It start everything with Covid19, on the 
radio, tv, social web, internet, everybody 
was talking of this virus and how to 
protect yourself. On Instagram everyone 
start to share themselves a pic with a 
mask. So I start this project with my own 
paint, put a mask as well to them and 
"protect" the Art.
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Country/City: India

Title: United against 
CORONA 

Category: Painting
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Name: Dwitam Pal

Country/City: India

Title: Science above Religion.

Category: Painting

Description: Being a Medical Technologist student, I'm 
well aware of the fact encrypted in the Title.
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Name: Anosha  Khan

Country/City: Pakistan 

Title: Humanity

Category: Painting

Description: There are many people who have 
nothing to eat  and there is no hope 
for earning because of the lockdown, 
they have survived the disease but are 
waiting for two-time bread. 
This painting is a symbol of humanity 
where some people take ration on 
their shoulders to the people who 
don't have food to eat.
Such people are proud of our country 
who have humanitarian sympathy in 
their heart.
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Malta

Name: Narasimha  Murthy

Country/City: INDIA/BANGLORE

Title: LOCKDOWN TIME-1

Category: Painting

Description: In this painting creating  social 
awareness in society, and present 
condition of the covid-19.
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Malta

Name: Lasata Shakya
Country/City: Kathmandu,Nepal

Title: Lockdown is not same for all
Category: Painting

Description: Lockdown is not same for all. 
Affluent people spend qualitu time with
their family whereas the poor people
who sustain their life on daily wage live 

their life in destitute.
I have written a poem in nepali that
explains the story of my art.
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Name: Ricky Nagac

Country/City: Philippines/Cagayan de Oro City

Title: "Together, We Are Stronger!"

Category: Painting

Description: Together, We can beat the spreading of 
corona virus  through prayers, proper 
hygiene, discipline and supporting the front 
liners who put their life at stake. God Bless 
Us All.. Mabuhay tayong lahat!!
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Malta

Name: Patricia Ariane Moedim
Bezerra

Country/City: São Paulo

Title: You are the Placebo

Category: Painting

Description: I imagine a cure, a vaccine, 
to stop our suffering for 
good.
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Name: Beenish Hameed

Country/City: India/ Jammu & Kashmir

Title: Lockdown

Category: Painting

Description: The Art work describes that the Couple 
followed the measure precautions 
during Quarantine.
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Malta

Name: Julia Scheibel

Country/City: Spain

Title: Time spirit 

Category: Painting

Description: In the crazy time, humor should always 
survive 
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Malta

Name: Marcos Ganzarolli 

Country/City: Brazil/Campinas

Title: Metropolis

Category: Painting 

Description: Inspires NY the time I lived 
in NY
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Name: Suraj Shukla

Country/City: Delhi 

Title: Supported doctor 
and policeman

Category: Drawing/Paint  -
Creative Art

Description: Covid19 to fight for 
all people
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Malta

Name: Mario Russo

Country/City: Italy/Caserta  

Title: Human SuperHero

Category: Drawing/Paint  - Creative Art

Description: It's a tribute for all people which are working in 
healthcare sector, fighting against covid 19 and 
saving all of us.
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Malta

Name: Nazia Ahmed Aronno

Country/City: Bangladesh

Title: Word vs Covid 19

Category: Painting

Description: This painting is the symbolic 
demonstration of Covid 19 effect in 
the world and how world is fighting 
against this pandemic. 
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Name: Tahamina Khaled
Country: Bangladesh

title: Thoughts in the galaxy
Category: creative Digital art

* Tell us the story about your creative art:

Universal suspending elements (Earth, sun, starts 
etc) in space always maintain a constant distance 
between themselves .No element comes near to 
another any time .it break their in between distance 
then total universe might collapse. This is identical 
to “covid19”virus save distance for human 
being(called a social distance ).Universal nature 
teaching man how to protect themselves from 
devastating ,harmful situation.
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Malta

Name: Lalit Sharma

Country/City: India /Guwahati

Title: Lockdown 2 (Corona) 

Category: Painting

Description: It's the love of a mom, protecting her Baby, 
staying indoor for better tomorrow.
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Malta

Name: Jonathan Magallanes

Country/City: Rodriguez Rizal, Philippines 

Title: Fight against CoVID-19

Category: Painting

Description: We heal as one. Let's fight 
against covid 19. 
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Malta

Name: Elisa  Borg

Country/City: Malta

Title: Stay Safe!

Category: Painting

Description: Recently I had seen a wonderful paining 
of a nurse that inspired me. i decided to 
draw a painting about doctors that 
sends a powerful message that tells us 
that they are here for us if we need 
help.  as a symbol of the help provided i
have drawn a stethoscope around her 
neck, that symbolises the safety and 
thrust that we put in our doctors and 
nurses. 
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Name: Vinita Kumari

Country/City: Forbesganj

Title: National hero

Category: Drawing/Paint

Description: Corona spread a web very rapidly 
and doctors stand against it.
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Malta

Name: Nazia Ahmed Aronno

Country/City: Bangladesh

Title: Mix Media

Category: Drawing/Paint

Description: Arts consist various subject 
like freedom, Earth, Corona 
virus. Every art work have 
unique and meaningful 
concept portrayed. 
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Malta

Name: Vinicius de Paula

Country/City: Brasil/São Paulo

Title: Confined beauty

Category: Drawing/Paint

Description: This art is about the unnatural feeling 
produced by confinement, in a sense that is 
contrary to the human need for expansion, 
connection and socialization. I try to address 
the question that although rationally 
convinced of the need for isolation, it is, in a 
way, psychologically unacceptable to 
deprive oneself of the social importance of 
physical coexistence.
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Name: Aramais Alaverdian

Country/City: Spain , Malaga

Title: Painting

Category: Painting

Description: " Two-headed cat " The painting describes 
a person who unfortunately nowadays 
becomes more and more two-faced, but 
the bottom line is that, as we see, in fact 
these people do not have two faces but a 
lot and every day we are more and more  
distrust people!
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Name: Alice Stansfield

Country/City: England, Uckfield

Title: Monster Mash

Category: Painting

Description: My photo is based on how close everyone will
be after social distancing, the need for hug,
touch and socialising will be stronger than ever
and hopefully a kinder world to live in.
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Name: Raeesa Manaal

Country/City: India

Title: ~Metanoia~ the journey of changing one's mind,heart,self,soul or way of 
life..

Category: Drawing/Paint

Description: Pause for a moment and be with yourself and your thoughts. Take a 
moment to simply be. To remind yourself that this is life, right here and 
right now. To reacquaint yourself with your pulsing heart and your 
incredible body that allows you to do all that you do. To remind that life is 
precious and fragile and should be lived in love. To remind yourself that 
whatever is happening or wherever you find yourself in your journey, it is all 
as it is supposed to be

The picture depicts the same. It's an inspired artwork.
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Name: Kajal Gupta

Country/City: Mumbai

Title: Painting

Category: Painting

Description: Peacock painting with beautiful feather
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Malta

Name: Nandini  Saxena

Country/City: Bahrain 

Title: Nature 

Category: Drawing/Paint

Description: Its a painting  of a beautiful  Peacock , 
showing  beauty  of nature 
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Malta

Name: Engy Mazhar

Country/City: Egypt / Alexandria

Title: Art of survival

Category: Painting

Description: In a disturbed world, she exists a world where night and day keep recurring 
until tracking time seemed impossible. Every continent of the existing seven 
is under lockdown, and while frustration harboured minds she began to 
fetch her way out. 
Nonetheless, The world's burdens, added to them her own seas of struggles 
remained stagnant within her soul for a while, firmly controlled by sobriety. 
Until one day -with a head in the sky- she miraculously swallowed the chaos 
and executed it as lifebuoys: of ART for survival
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Malta

Name: Kesavellee  Mannikum 

Country/City: Mauritius/ Port Louis 

Title: The Earth back to natural 

Category: Painting

Description: In my painting, I want to show how our mother nature 
is going back where it was .Though we are suffering 
from a pandemic, it is benefiting the earth as there is 
less human activity. It is getting back its natural 
colours, that is the trees are growing well without 
polluted air. And humans will get some pure air to 
breath. Thus we should not only see the negative side 
of Covid-19.
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Malta

Name: Gargi Raichand

Country/City: India

Title: Nature girl 

Category: Painting

Description: The story behind my artwork is that I have not getting enough time to spend 
on my passion even if I am staying up all day and even all nights and I'm 
going through some depression too and then I thought 1 day if this continues 
how will I achieve my goal so then I made up the time after my last exam and 
even my hand is a little broken and I also at first I thought that i cannot make 
it then I said yes you can then I can't believe it that I have completed the 
painting in only 1 and half hour..... And I painted my thoughts through the 
painting as flowers which is just hitting my head every time and saying that 
when will you release is through your art and then I did it and I'm very happy 
and living a great life ......
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Name: Riaaj Narsingh Thapa

Country/City: Lalitpur, Nepal

Title: Untitled

Category: Drawing/Paint  - Creative Art

Description: Experimental and experiential 
work
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Name: Shree krishna Tuitui

Country/City: Nepal

Title: Living goddes of nepal

Category: Drawing/Paint  - Creative Art

Description: Living goddess of Nepal .A Nepali Kumari 
is believed to be the living incarnation of 
the goddess Taleju also known as Durga. 
This continues until after menstruation 
when the goddess Taleju vacates her 
body. Illness and loss of blood due to 
injury can also mean the goddess leaves 
the girls body.-Nepal-living-goddess
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Name: Shree krishna Tuitui

Country/City: Nepal

Title: Bisket jatra

Category: Drawing/Paint  - Creative Art

Description: Due to recent covid-19 corona many festival 
,occasion have been postpone .one of them is 
most waited Jatra; Kinf of festivals -Biska jatra
. So I painted my own Biska Jatra in my own 
canvas .
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Name: Paul Mcknight

Country/City: Australia

Title: Her Majes-Tea

Category: Drawing/Paint  - Creative Art

Description: I have been working on a series of 
paintings with a play of words on 
Royalty, and Tea,  hence" Royal-Tea." 
is the theme I have developed. This 
painting is titled "Her Majes-Tea". I 
have had fun placing my artwork 
insitu in the setting with the Queen at 
Madame Tussauds in London. The 
badge of the spoon in my painting is a 
miniature portrait of Queen Elizabeth 
11.
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Malta

Name: Lucy Young

Country/City: Northern Ireland 

Title: Tim and Jim

Category: Drawing/Paint

Description: I used a photo of my dog and my dad together as a 
reference to create this piece. This piece means a lot to 
me because of how much my dad and my dog both 
mean to me.  My dad and my dog are really close and 
my dog is always trying to be as close as possible to my 
dad. I will let you guess who is Tim and who is Jim!
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Malta

Name: Neve Wellman

Country/City: UK

Title: Father portrait

Category: Drawing/Paint

Description: I wanted to paint my step-dad with the same 
raw expression he returns home with after 
being a key worker. It is that of age and 
tiredness helped by the texture of the 
decorators caulk but also one resilience shown 
by many of today’s key workers. I painted with 
purples and pinks because I wanted the portrait 
to look statuesque showing the gratitude we 
have for these workers.
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Malta

Name: Geraldine Vildozo Vargas

Country/City: Austria

Title: Fish study 

Category: Painting

Description: I was gifted my first ever bigger canvas by 
a good friend. Undecided and scared of 
messing it up I decided to try and paint a 
study and first get how acrylics work- this 
is the turnout.
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Malta

Name: Silvia Pott

Country/City: Brazil/São Paulo/Araras

Title: N. 06, 2020

Category: Drawing/Paint
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Name: Anjum Sulaiman

Country/City: Bangladesh

Title: The first stroke

Category: Painting

Description: Art has always been a hobby 
since childhood. Also sat for O 
Levels n got grade C. Now 
trying to learn it from 
professionals. Mixed media 
and different surfaces draws 
me more
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Malta

Name: Prince Kashyap

Country/City: India,Punjab,Jalandhar.

Title: Stop corona 

Category: Drawing/Paint  - Creative Art

Description: Hum us dusman se ladai kr rhe hai jo 
hme dikhai nhe deta. Hme is se jitna hai. 
Or is ko hrana hai. Muje apne pr or sari 
duniya pr visvas hai ki hum sab ise hrs 
sakte hai.
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Name: Rifath Fathima

Country/City: Bangalore

Title: Book in the fall

Category: Drawing/Paint

Description: This painting is from my trip to Solang Valley, Himachal. 
I carry a book everywhere I go and the beauty in 
Himachal Pradesh is just best to read fiction. This is one 
of the places I enjoyed reading at. I combined my love 
for travelling and reading through capturing it in this 
painting. 
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Malta

Name: Maryam Jadavji

Country/City: Pakistan/Karachi

Title: Face portrait

Category: Paint

Description: This is my friends and her mother face portrait I love 
to make face sketches .. this is done on canvas with 
oil paintings..
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Malta

Name: Sidra Sattar 

Country/City: Hyderabad sindh Pakistan 

Title: Hiden beauty

Category: Drawing/Paint  - Creative Art

Description: In this world mostly people following a 
girls body of beauty they don't care that  
how much beautiful heart she has. 
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Name: Anjali Lakhwani

Country/City: Indore M.P.

Title: Creative art

Category: Painting

Description: Firstly draw the image in 
mirror through the help of 
graph. Black  outliner can be 
use. Glass  colours  easily 
spread over their on mirror .
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Name: Oliver  Paff

Country/City: United States

Title: Tiger

Category: Drawing/Paint

Description: Tigers are very interesting animals to 
me. I wanted to capture the fierceness 
in the tiger. So I drew it roaring.
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Name: Chloe Donaldson

Country/City: England, Darlington 

Title: Autumn Forest

Category: Painting

Description: My uncles favourite animal is a fox, and so I was 
thinking about him when I drew it. I'm very close 
to my uncle because he's been my main male 
role model in my life. I really love the colours of 
autumn, the leaves and how pretty it is, and I 
thought a fox would fit lovely with an autumn, 
forest background. 
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Name: Alexis-Rose Brighton

Country/City: England, Hampshire, Lindford

Title: Impacts of isolation

Category: Painting

Description: I feel that the chaotic atmosphere of this piece very
much depicts the emotions of many who have been
impacted significantly by recent drastic changes
driven by the pandemic. My passion for art lies with
using gothic visual aesthetics to portray the odd and
unusual through portraiture. This is particular piece
is an exploration into what is perceived as abnormal
behaviour in psychological terms and what causes
that, intertwined with subtle elements of horror that
reflect the tone of current events. My aim is to allow
the audience to interpret art from an individual and
honest perspective - encouraging them to question
the context of the piece without knowing my own
intentions for it being produced. Hence, for me,
portraiture is a discovery and documentation of
experiences and emotions through expressions.
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Malta

Name: Luana Zahra

Country/City: Malta

Title: Psychedelic portrait

Category: Painting

Description: Through this artwork I am reflecting that 
art has no limits since I painted a 
portraiture far from reality. I tried to be as 
creative as possible. 
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Malta

Name: Eve Milarvie

Country/City: Scotland

Title: Four styles, one face

Category: Painting

Description: I had been inspired by all these different crazy art technique 
so I decided to draw them all in my own style as  one piece !
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Malta

Name: Ruby Heritage-Crabb

Country/City: Scotland

Title: Thoughts

Category: Drawing/Paint

Description: A face can be like a mask hiding our thoughts.  The dull 
colours of the outside contrasting with the bright 
colours of the inside follows the don't judge a book by 
it's cover saying. This is my illustration of thoughts 
represented by colour and pattern. 
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Malta

Name: Shana Fairhall
Country/City: Newcastle upon Tyne, England 

Title: Fleurs de Cerisier
Category: Drawing/Paint  - Creative Art

Description: This painting is one of my favourites, mainly because it has a lot of meaning to it, like I 
called it fleurs de Cerisier because my middle name is Cerise which means cherry in 
French and the full title is translated into cherry blossom tree This is why I made he 
cherry tree bigger and more centre than the other images, is so that it’s the first thing 
people see when they look at it. The story of the painting is that the young women, who 
is looking to the rear of the painting, is remembering when her dog, Charlie used to sit 
by that tree every day in the sun, however he died and the tree is the only thing she can 
remember him by. The canvas in the painting is supposed to represent her memory of 
Charlie and so it’s not really there, it’s just her imagination but it suggests to the 
audience that once there was a dog, now there’s not. 
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Malta

Name: Shana Fairhall

Country/City: Newcastle upon Tyne, England 

Title: Bambi

Category: Drawing/Paint  - Creative Art

Description: When I was younger my favourite movie was Bambi 
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Malta

Name: Siyona Bhandari

Country/City: United  Kingdom 

Title: Tree of life 

Category: Drawing/Paint

Description: This is a tribute to my mother.

Few lines that go with this artwork .
A face welcomed me as I opened my eyes into this world...
A hand held me as I started to walk.
Pair of eyes wished me  as I grew inside and out.
A heart cared for me as I envision further..
You can be a daughter,  mother or wife..
To me you are Tree of Life.
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Name: Smiljka Separovic

Country/City: Montenegro, Podgorica

Title: Break

Category: Drawing/Paint  - Creative Art

Description: 21st century...Who we are? What we are? Where we are? People=alienation
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Name: Ankita Lunawat

Country/City: Mumbai

Category: Painting
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Name: Suchi  Shaily

Country/City: Bangladesh/ Dhaka

Title: Acid Attack; Life Is Still Colorful

Category: Drawing/Paint

Description: I have met a woman whose face was damaged 
due to acid attack. Still she raised her voice 
against the offenders & started her life with new 
enthusiasm. Acid attack couldn't fade the 
colours of her life. That's why I tried to paint her 
sorrow & colours in a paper.
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Name: Sudipta  Swarnaker

Country/City: Bangladesh 

Title: The love of nature -1

Category: Drawing/Paint
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Name: Sudipta Swarnaker

Country/City: Bangladesh 

Title: The love of nature - 1

Category: Drawing/Paint

Description: Here I have tried to highlight how important the love of nature, 
animals, plants, trees are for the world. However, the 
complexity of the present world and the violence or destructive 
activities against our nature, how much nature is tolerant and 
the endless love for us is the manifestation of this image "love 
of nature".
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Name: Sourav Nandi

Country/City: India

Title: construction and destruction 

Category: Drawing/Paint  - Creative 
Art
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Name: Sujit Das

Country/City: India

Title: Panishment

Category: Drawing/Paint  - Creative 
Art

Description: We learnt a lot from This 
Incidence of Corona Covid 
19 made us together like 
We (world) are a Big family 
and stop fighting with each 
other for so many things 
like cast, gender, equality, 
religion, and power. But 
this virus hasn't any choice, 
it Hits only human being 
without any classification. 
Save earth save Humanity.
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Name: Piyali Banik

Country/City: India/Tripura

Title: Village life

Category: Drawing/Paint  - Creative Art

Description: This is a village life art work
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Name: Ciara  Sweeney 

Country/City: Ireland 

Title: See through face 

Category: Painting

Description: While facing this pandemic we all 
try my mask our emotions with 
family and friends online we try 
best to keep our minds busy as we 
create masks for ourselves, 
however one person can see 
behind it all and lend a hand.
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Name: Tosheema  Jaitoo

Country/City: Mauritius

Title: Love fantasy

Category: Drawing/Paint  - Creative Art

Description: It represents love and passion 
that we have in our eyes when 
we see our love ones
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Name: Tiia Tammi

Country/City: Finland 

Title: Train

Category: Drawing/Paint  - Creative Art

Description: I think that life is like a train. You 
have to get fuel to keep it moving, 
got to have passengers(in life 
friends) and a destination. I 
wanted to prong this message out 
with color and kind of old school 
train design. 
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Name: Tasaduq Hussain

Country/City: Srinagar, J&K, India

Title: Last Hope

Category: Drawing/Paint

Description: Traditionally, doctors don’t have to risk 
their own lives to save others. But that’s 
what it has come to today - doctors, nurses 
and paramedics are all on the frontlines of a 
war against COVID-19. Fighting the battle 
against an enemy that can't even be seen 
by the naked eye, so that we can stay safe 
at home. Many doctors and nurses are 
coming out of retirement to join this fight as 
well.
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Name: kayalvizhi Sethukarasu
*Country: India
* Tell us a little about yourself:

Artwork title: Lush of nature

Creative art: Painting
I generally work with acrylic paintings on canvas. I use palette knife, vessel 
cleaning brushes, sponges and other waste materials as tools to bring the 
texture in my paintings. I have experimented with various techniques of 
texture and colour and believes in art adding character and value to people's 
lives. I take time and care and pour my soul into each painting
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Malta

Name: Emily Wall

Country/City: Indianapolis 

Title: Drowning in Boredom

Category: Painting

Description: I have been stuck at home with my 
family doing schoolwork and like 
most people being really tired and 
bored I decided to express that 
through this painting.
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Malta

Name: Taryn  Irwin 

Country/City: USA

Title: Suit and Frog

Category: Drawing/Paint

Description: One day, a tadpole started to 
transform into a frog, but it kept 
growing! Soon, it was too large to 
stay in its river and had to live with 
humans. He's a business frog now:)
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Malta

Name: Susana Carvalho 

Country/City: Lisbon

Title: Sunset Mist

Category: Drawing/Paint

Description: I made this painting with 
the idea of hope in a new 
sunset where we can be 
free of this virus that 
imprision us.
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Malta

Name: Joel  Javier 

Country/City: Dominican Republic/Santo Domingo 

Title: Between fights and survival

Category: Painting

Description: This is a surreal composition that 
mixes the concept of resilience 
embodied in the evolution of two 
betta fish floating out of the air in a 
desert environment as a result of 
human intervention.  Basically it 
expresses the need for the 
evolution of species by human 
intervention in their habitats.
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Name: Dr.Rupali Razdan

Country/City: India / Jalandhar

Title: Breathe

Category: Painting

Description: My work is on the situation that we r handling with these days... As 
nature is having a relaxation but humans are exhausted during 
quarantine.. Nature is free ..like birds flying... Vegetation growing but 
human is kept under lock depressed n crying in the form of dry black 
trees.... 
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Name: Safiya Mehraj 

Country/City: India

Title: Tribal girl of Kashmir Valley

Category: Drawing/Paint

Description: I love to see poor tribal people how they 
still carry their sheeps and after looking at 
this tribal girls face my heart melts with joy
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Malta

Name: Hafsa Mianoor

Country/City: Pakistan/ Karachi 

Title: Acrylic and Oil medium 

Category: Painting

Description: I'm a self taught artist. I wanted to be doctor but 
I couldn't make it and it made me cliched. Art 
made me realize who I am. 
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Malta

Name: Lizan Guliker

Country/City: The Netherlands

Title: Drippinâ City

Category: Photography

Description: It's a picture of The Hague (The Netherlands), the city that  I 
live in, upside down, just because why not. A beautiful blue sky 
with the buildings melting over it, just like a hot summer day, I 
like it. 
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Malta

Name: Himel  Sarker

Country/City: Bangladesh 

Titles: Excistence crises - 3

Excistence crises - 5 

Category: Painting

Description: We are the small creatures of this universe. Yet we only 
see 
ourselves growing up. Neglect around us, we do not see 
the 
contradictions around us. Just compete to survive. And 
even 
when we see the contradictions in our surroundings, our 
eyes and 
thoughts are very unhealthy. In my scenario, I tried to 
elucidate 
that parochialism, the negative side.
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Malta

Name: Kayalvizhi  Sethukarasu

Country/City: India/Bengaluru

Title: Mangrove

Category: Painting

Description: Few months ago I travelled to a mangrove forest and got admired 
by the mangrove forest and its calmness. when i was doing this 
painting, I lost myself to the inner calmness and started enjoying 
the nature and its beauty in silence. The silence and lushness of 
nature in the mid of the backwater river is the admiration behind 
it.
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Name: Allen  Moore

Country/City: Spain/Valencia 

Title: 22:22

Category: Painting

Description: My painting 22:22, took one year to complete, it was the first of my body of works
using the elements to assist my spiritual automatism, The technique i use reveals
faces, and items through the viewers Paradolia. The devision of colour relates to the
physical and spiritual colours, the monochrome (webbings) are my idea of the
subconscious minds thinking, its ability to pass through physical and spiritual realms,
but never the two shall fully connect. The separation is always there in a continuous
cycle. The painting can also be seen with chroma depth glasses, this brings the
painting to life and jumps out at the viewer in an under water 3D experience.
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Name: Anna Shah

Country/City: Ireland/Limerick 

Title: Behind the sunset

Category: Painting

Description: This painting is created during the 
quarantine. Many of us wishing to go 
outside & enjoy every day much more 
than before...We just have to 
remember after every sunset is 
another better day and hope for new 
life, me challenges & finally safer 
tomorrow. This painting is an essence 
of positive thoughts about Covid-19.
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Malta

Name: Gilles Jaques

Country/City: Canada

Title: Moos Plume, Oil on canvas, 48 x 60 inches

Category: Painting

Description: To acceed in a major art gallery, we need to be 
with so particular and exclusive style, 
technique and particularities that nobody in 
the world already owns. I accede to that 
objective but to much uncontrollable events 
happened stopping most of all marketing 
process. The painting selected is Moose Plume, 
Oil on canvas, 48 x 60 inches with some of my 
new textures and techniques.
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Name: Jennifer Jankowski
Country: Canada

Category: Painting

When I was brainstorming ideas for what to paint, I wanted to 
choose a cool and majestic animal that has meaning to it. After 
some consideration I chose the sea turtle. They are beautiful and 
ancient beings. I wanted to share their beauty with others as they 
are an endangered species. I feel that people forget about the 
creatures of the ocean when they litter and these actions are 
decreasing the turtle population. This artwork was created to help 
remind people that sea turtles are still there and that they are 
peaceful, gorgeous creatures.
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Malta

Name: Jerico De leon

Country/City: Philippines

Title: "covid-19"

Category: Painting

Description: #covid-19#lockdown#3x3ft.#oiloncanvas
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Malta

Name: Pranjal Payeng

Country/City: Golaghat, Assam, India

Title: Lockdown

Category: Creative Art

Description: "We are also hungry, We also 
want to live." Lockdown has 
greatly influenced the lives of 
poor people. This art has been 
made on the basis of it.
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Name: Joline Stecker

Country/City: Germany

Title: Colorful life

Category: Painting

Description: The little wood man is currently painting and it's like 
he and his mind are really in the painting, that's 
why there its this colourful background, it 
represents his painting. These little wood men can 
be bought everywhere, and every man looks the 
same, it's just like people. You have to be different 
to stand out of a crowd send so something that not 
everyone does. For me, my way of standing out its 
art.
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Malta

Name: Kamna Jugurnauth
Country/City: Mauritius / Port-Louis
Title: Ever Lasting Memory
Category: Painting

Description: This painting depicts the honesty, purity and innocence of the 
brother-sister relationship. They are all playing together, 
having fun time instead of always running after the 
materialistic comforts such as mobile phones, cinemas.
These sweet and beautiful moments will be remembered till 
the last day of their life. 

This quarantine has really shown us that relationships is more 
important than anything else in this world. Moreover, this 
period has helped many of us to be more understanding and 
supportive towards others. 
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Malta

Name: Marcin Raczkowski

Country/City: Poland

Title: Interior World of Woman

Category: Drawing/Paint  - Creative Art

Description: My painting was created few 
months between pandemic 
of coronavirus. Its big 
painting and very corolful.
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Malta

Name: Q'inich Figueroa

Country/City: Guatemala

Title: My nightmares

Category: Creative Art

Description: Oil on paper, the painting started as mere spots, then 
I visualize two creatures that remembered me of 
thing that I have already saw in dreams. Both 
creatures are involve in darkness and while one seem 
to be in real pain the other transmit a sense of anger 
and both are looking at you. 
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Malta

Name: Janet Jurado

Country/City: Kenosha, WI

Title: Lantern Luminescence

Category: Painting

Description: I've always loved how oil pastels looked with 
drawings, especially when using as much of a 
variety of colour as possible. I just needed to 
figure out what the object was that I wanted 
to draw, and I was trying to think of 
something aesthetic, magical, in a way. And 
then the idea of a lantern popped into my 
head, with a candle right inside of it in the 
middle. I wanted the final result to give off a 
sense of magic, in a way.
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Name: Daisie  Buragohain

Country/City: India

Title: Harry Potter

Category: Painting

Description: I love Harry Potter that's why I chose to 
draw this.
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Malta

Name: Maaike Sandstra

Country/City: The Netherlands 

Title: Head full of hope

Category: Drawing/Paint

Description: Because of corentien I 
wanted to paint a women 
who is full of hope.
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Malta

Name: Ioana Adam

Country/City: Romenia/Campina

Title: #Freedom

Category: Painting

Description: I was looking outside the window after a rain 
and saw a flock of birds , and a thought 
came in my mind :" they are free without 
any worry" and then I saw a picture with 
mountains  and as I was sitting in front of my 
canvas #Freedom am urged.
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Malta

Name: Hajra Asif

Country/City: Karachi  Pakistan 

Category: Painting

Description: During quarantine I was so bored than where i think to 
draw something and wooden pieces at my home were of 
no use so I make them creative
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Name: Bagavathiraj Manasha Sri

Country/City: Chennai, India

Title: SUN SET LOVE BIRDS

Category: Painting

Description: IT IS SUN SET LOVE BIRDS, VERY NICE 
BIRDS SITTING IN THE TREE.
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Malta

Name: Erin McDonald

Country/City: Northern Ireland 

Title: Isolated art

Category: Painting

Description: I took a photograph one evening during isolation of the beautiful 
sunset from my little treehouse window. I’ve always loved the 
views from my house in the country but I only now fully appreciate 
it and everything I have. I loved the photograph so much I decided 
to recreate it by painting it in watercolours to portray the lowering 
sun over the hills and fields.
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Name: Areej  Nawal

Country/City: Pakistan, Toba Tek Singh 

Title: Dream of nowhere 

Category: Painting

Description: I'm a huge fan of nature. I'm not an 
expressive person but I love to 
express my emotions through 
painting. This painting is my dream. I 
want to go to a place like this. With 
it's silent and soothing beauty, I want 
to leave my all worries behind. 
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Name: Aman Rauniyar

Country/City: Maharajganj

Title: Ceiling art design

Category: Painting

Description: Ceiling art design
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Name: Sayantani  Das

Country/City: Kolkata

Title: No title

Category: Drawing/Paint  - Creative Art

Description: I have an keen interest right from childhood of 
working on pattern and with time this hobby now 
turned into my second profession. 
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